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The Chosen Prince – Power of Ec’lar 

 

Chapter 1 

Ec'lat Thar, the Holy Tree of Vailar, is said to be indestructible.  

There is an old story about it: apparently when gods walked with men, one of those deities created 

magic and imbued some humans with it. While legends say that magic evolved into a multi-faceted 

school before disappearing, it is believed that primitive magic was created as a purely destructive 

force and that Ec'lar — the god of my people — imbued a tree with a force that nothing could 

permeate. 

This tree became a beacon of hope for some desperate folk after the gods abandoned us. It was the 

one non-magical link that was left to them. 

Even as I saw the pulse of magenta energy rippling through Mai, disintegrating her face as it phased 

through, I could see Ec'lat Thar begin to glow. The old rhyme passed through my mind as the wave 

rippled in the distance, beyond the clothing burning faster than should be possible, the steel of the 

swing I had been seated on melting and turning to gas before I could blink, the floor cracking and 

caving. 

  When Ec'lat was kind, glow he did, 

  When Ec'lat was scared, a glow, he was amid. 

  Facing Ec'lat's glow magic could not stand, 

  For Ec'lat's glow is a god's hand. 

 

  Ec'lat Thar it has his glow, 

  This much do we all know, 

  In times of danger it will show, 

  Where safety lies—for friend, or foe. 

The time-worn, brown bark of Ec'lat Thar was somehow incandescent, the leafless branches flaring 

with colour. Whilst I couldn't hear anything bar the fading thrum of power as the pulse spread across 

the country in every direction, I somehow felt the fizzling as the wave of energy melted through a 

village in an instant: the sickening crunch of the ground below cracking under the energy's sheer 

force. 
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There also wasn't time for me to smell in between the beginning and end of the pulse but again, in 

my state of accelerated thought, I could somehow sense the visceral burning of the grasslands 

between this small, insignificant field and my home: Vaikeep. 

 

The brightness of Ec'lat Thar's glow was painful when the crackling field reached  the immense, 

ancient oak. The translucent wave that had immediately annihilated everything it passed through 

now seemed to fracture, pressing against the god's tree. It oscillated rapidly, the magenta turning 

crimson, then slowly blending in with the illumination of Ec'lat Thar. The bubble of destructive light 

was being slowly pulled into the tree's own.  

As my mind sluggishly began to realise what had happened, the overwhelming detail in which I had 

seen everything, from each individual cell of my best friend's face disappearing to the ignition of 

every single blade of grass in the fields. The disintegration of every log making up the houses in the 

villages, to the battle for dominance between the hand of a god and this mystery power that had 

erupted from my body when I was provoked. I realised what had happened, and my senses returned 

to me. 

I could smell the charred earth upon which I stood; I could see a slightly lighter patch of land where 

Mai had been standing. Her scream of agony—still on the wind from when the energy passed 

through her—was the first thing I heard, as I tasted the bitter tang of blood in my mouth and felt 

something oozing from my nose. 

Turning, my fears were realised. 

Everything was destroyed. It was just on the very edge of my vision that I saw faint outlines of 

buildings. Between the third-born heir to Vailar and them: scorched ground, dusty air and open 

skies. Nothing was alive, nothing had survived; nothing remained. 

Naturally I began to worry about my home. I had already killed my best friend. Was my family safe? 

木 
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Chapter 2 

 

It was three years earlier, that Vai had challenged his eldest brother to a duel in the Deshran, in order 

to free a slave girl Emlan had taken advantage of. 

Emlan had walked into the dirt coliseum. He was wearing a worn black, studded, leather tunic over 

his subfusc chainmail; in one hand he wielded an immense oak and steel axe as though it were an 

arrow, an awful spiked gauntlet on his other hand—the iron rusted slightly by the blood of those 

unlucky enough to face the firstborn prince of Vailar in combat. 

"Boy! Where are you?!" the arrogant man roared while waiting for his younger brother to face him.  

The sound of their supreme commander's voice spurred the quiet crowd into action. The peasants, 

sitting atop the crumbling sandstone rim of the arena, shied away slightly, as they knew of his 

cruelty. 

While the poor seemed to shrink in their ragged jerkins, the merchants applauded from their slightly 

cramped seats above. The cuffs of their cotton overcoats muffling their claps as they spoke to each 

other in hushed tones, complimenting each other on the colours of their kerchiefs and how shiny their 

boots were; keeping quiet so as not to disturb the taciturn onlookers even higher up in the stadium. 

These silent people stood like sentinels around the coliseum. Dull silver clothing hung about them, the 

ends of their thick woollen cloaks brushing the floor in the faint wind. The dust that blew from the 

arena seemed to fly around each of the figures rather than into their startlingly bright eyes. They 

were the Royal Book-keepers. One of the Seven Corps of the Kingdom. They were rarely seen in 

public, but on that day they left their tomes in their headquarters and came to see how their initiate 

Prince fared in battle. 

One of Emlan's younger brothers walked out, his face hidden in the depths of his cloak. Only a pair of 

strangely bright violet eyes was visible underneath it — his stubbly beard jutting slightly into the 

light. Unlike his bulky elder, he bore no visible weapons or armour, though one couldn't tell whether 

he was wearing any mail under the all-encompassing cloak. 

"Kai! I defended you from all those who would have seen you cry for the time you spent reading," 

Emlan shouted. " This is how you repay me?" 

"Brother, I thank you, but you refused both Vai and I's pleads to stop abusing that poor girl. Now I 

will stand as our younger brother's champion in this duel, if our Queen will allow this - which may I 

remind her is customarily allowed here, in our sacred arena?" called Kai, Vai's other elder brother, 

widely known across the kingdom as peculiar for spending so much time in his rooms and the Royal 

Library. Only a few knew he was to be the latest apprentice to the Royal Book-keepers. His tone was 

even, somehow casting his voice across the stadium and commanding everyone's attention far more 

than the blustering eldest brother. 
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"You may," announced their mother, showing no emotion on her exterior as most noble ladies were 

trained to from youth. "Commence the duel." The she sat, stone-faced, in the large throne beside Vai, 

on a dais slightly over the arena itself. 

Emlan began to open his mouth, but as he was doing so, Kai's long, thin leg emerged from inside of 

his cloak, quickly followed by the other. Before anyone saw anything else, even before he was able to 

formulate a single word Emlan had a small blade lodged in his throat. Kai was standing behind him, 

his cloak falling back around his thin frame being the only evidence that he had moved at all. 

"You brought this on yourself, brother," Kai said. "I believe that is what you were going to say." His 

brother began to leak from his mouth, alongside the hole in his neck. Kai turned, retrieving his blade, 

stashing it somewhere under his cloak, before continuing. "It is a shame that it is you who brought 

this upon yourself, brother, though saying so somehow lacks the same effect now." And then, raising 

his voice slightly, "I believe I win? As such, Vai, you are now heir, and I can return to my studies." 

Vai had watched the entire event and couldn't help but cry at how formally his closest confidant had 

just killed the man who had been intended to become the future king. How their mother hadn't even 

tried to stop this. How Vai hadn't realised he would be made heir should he have won. 

Vai also couldn't help but have the thought cross his mind that he had a very strange family. Even if 

they didn't love each other, or show that they did, he knew he loved them all - even though his eldest 

brother was a pompous arse. He was family, and Vai knew how sad it was to lose him. He had hoped 

to never be the cause of such an event again, even if for the freedom of as beautiful a young slave 

girl as Mai. 

栄 
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Chapter 3 

 

I hoped my family was safe. After all, my friend was gone and half the kingdom with them. 

 

It hit me then that this was the south of the country. In winter. I may have just removed the majority 

of the kingdom's military force. Having been told by a tutor, I knew that during winter most of the 

army was disassembled to spend time with their family. Only the most elite soldiers were still 

stationed along the borders or at one of the castles.  

The South was the most densely populated area of the Kingdom, and so it also was overwhelmingly 

impoverished. Yet I knew the people who lived there were the happiest in the country. While they 

knew that they weren't likely to feast with the dragon-king Baizar, they enjoyed what they had. The 

younglings’ running around naked toughened them up to the elements, meaning that when they 

were clothed they didn't feel the cold through their patchwork rags. They spend a lot of their time in 

nature, the elders tending to the animals as their grandchildren climbed the trees that skirted the 

patches of farmland that the adults worked. Those males who were not yet ready to commit to 

farming, and were too big to climb with the younger children, made up most of our army. They 

usually served for eight seasons before retiring to be a farmer; unless, of course, they were 

outstanding and were kept on in either the local militia or promoted in the Kingdom's army. There 

was a fourth route some of the southern recruits were forced down: those that died in service were 

given to the Royal Alchemical Corps for research. 

Then it hit me: the Royal Alchemical Corps along with the other seven corps had their headquarters 

at the Royal Castle. This was in case is came under siege or if the ruler had to quickly contact one of 

our most skilful assets. Yet this would prove a little less useful should the wave of energy have 

annihilated all of the Secret Royal Services bar one - and potentially the majority of the Monarchy 

too. 

That could prove disastrous. 

So, with this in mind, I decided to head towards Ec'lat Thar, as it was the only landmark I could see 

and was certain still existed. 

I took a step forward; my left leg rose, my foot lowered as usual, and then — before my foot could 

make contact with the ground — Ec'lat Thar blurred, the rest of my vision following suit as it began 

to fade to black. 

My body fell as my sight went, and I was unconscious by the time it hit the floor. 

柄 

Chapter 4 
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Waking from the dreamless unconscious, the first thing I saw was a blinding light. Slowly, as my 

vision focused again, I noticed that it was a fire. 

There was a man visible, sitting the other side of the small campfire; part of the blaze was obscured 

by what appeared to be the silhouette of a bear. It was seeing this that prompted me to try standing, 

which led to the discovery of the shackles around my feet, and chains which ran from my wrists to a 

small bundle of cloth I could just about make out against a tree. 

Trying to sit up, I was surprised to feel lightheaded at first—so much so that I fell back to the floor, a 

groan escaping my throat. 

While I was wondering what was happening, my gaolers had noticed the noise of my commotion and 

as such began to surround me. 

"How are you alive?" asked the bear-like figure, entirely blocking the fire. 

"Raphael, leave the questions for now," said the man I had seen earlier. "The boy clearly doesn't 

understand what is happening — you'd be able to see that if you weren't blocking the light, you 

oaf!" The pelt of a wolf hung off of his shoulders like the viciously curved knife from his belt. He 

smiled at me, as the man he called Raphael moved aside to allow the light to fall on me once more. 

"So, boy, do you have a name?" 

Before I had a chance to reply I heard: "His name is Vai. Do you not know what the heir to our 

kingdom looks like, Makir?" The man with the wolf pelt — Makir — took a step back and his gaze 

shifted behind me. Noticing this, I looked over to where the bundle of cloth had been before. Now 

standing against the tree was a young dwarven fellow dressed in robes of an indistinguishable 

colour, his skin barely identifiable from the dark bark behind it. He wore the traditional beard of the 

dwarven people—long—to say he was so seemingly young, and an almost unnatural black that 

appeared to absorb all light from around it.  

"Who are you? What's going on? What do you want?" I asked, my head snapping alternately from 

the long, grey haired Makir back to the dwarf holding my chains, and then to the bald bear of a man 

seated by the fire, as asking each question. 

"Relax, boy," said Makir. "We are the fastest mercenaries in your father's kingdom. He hired us to 

find the cause of that explosion - and any survivors before the Priests or an enemy kingdom could. 

Now we have to bring you - the only suspect and survivor we could find - back to him." 

"It would appear you don't know what happened, and so your look of confusion earlier makes more 

sense," boomed the deep voice of Raphael, followed by a laugh so low that it was felt as much as 

heard. "Sorry if I frightened you, youngling," he continued, turning back towards me, flagon in hand. 

"You just confused me, is all. You sure you don't remember anything?" 

"I never said I didn't remember anything. It's just that I struggle to trust you when you have me 

chained and the hunter here" — I gestured to Makir — "is armed." 
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"Ah, so you do know something," said the giant, as he rose from beside the fire once more. 

"Enough you two - and Makir, stop looking so offended," commanded the dwarf - whose name I still 

did not know - as he stepped forwards, into the firelight. It quickly became apparent that his robes 

were silver and blue, colours of senior Magi. "We have to keep you enchained, as you are the only 

suspect for the eradication of a third of your father’s kingdom. We don't know how you might have 

managed to do it if it was you, and I personally doubt that many chains could stop you from doing it 

again, but it is the least we could do to protect ourselves, Prince." 

"Fine. But if you won't trust me I won't trust you, and so I will wait to be before my father until I tell 

you anything." 

"Defiant. Our king had you trained well. We understand that you are a skilled fighter and would 

rather not suffer any further casualties given that. We will let you fight with us, should the need 

arise - and it very well may - but until then we will only give you freedom to roam the camp when we 

are camped. Also, if you so much as touch a weapon without our permission, you will regret it. 

Sound fair?" the seemingly sombre dwarf continued. "After all, even I feel bad keeping our Prince a 

prisoner." 

I was about to respond when Makir burst out laughing, shortly followed by Raphael. "You've gone 

soft on us, Ha'kon," they said in unison. 

"I accept, General," I said quietly, remembering tales of General 'Death's Breath' Ha'kon. The man 

from the Vi'ken clan, who is said to have held off the invasion of Sun's Children by himself. The name 

Ha'kon was an honourific of the Vi'ken clan, a people known for their brutality and hulking figures - 

such as that of Raphael, which marked the most dangerous member of the clan. To take the title 

requires the forsaking of one's given name, I knew, and there was only one. Learning of his title, my 

mind had to work harder than I could remember to try and figure out why the most well-known, yet 

reclusive, member of our army was doing on a reconnaissance mission under the guise of a 

mercenary. 

Unless this were a hoax - but no, nobody is foolish enough to blaspheme the ancient Vi’ken clan 

traditions. Anyone who does is usually cleft asunder by an axe, the blood-curdling warcry of a Vi'ken 

warrior being the last thing they would hear. 

So no — this was the legendary hero of our country before me. I had to feel honoured to be his 

prisoner — and deemed as a threat enough to be kept enchained. Even though the fact that the 

dwarf was a Vi'ken did confuse me, I was smart enough to not ask. 

"Good choice, lad," said Raphael, grabbing my shoulder. "Come, eat." 

As he pulled me gently towards the fire, he began asking me what I knew of magic and if I ate meat. I 

told him that I would eat almost anything that could be eaten—including meat—and that I knew 

almost nothing of magic. “Nothing but the rumours and legends that is.” I concluded before 

cramming most of a chicken’s leg between my jaws. 
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“I see,” responded the pauldron-wearing beast beside me. “I know a fair deal of one school of magic, 

as you may have guessed - our leader knows a lot about it. What do you think of Makir’s knowledge 

on the subject, however?” he asked, gesturing to the restless man sorting through the vast number 

of weapons that were in crates, forming a semi-circle around the fire. 

“I would guess that he knows as much as I do, unless one of you have taught him?” I said, now 

wondering why they had so many weapons, if they had companions to carry these crates. 

“Good guess - it would seem logical but no. Makir is actually a master at his own brand of magic - he 

developed it himself.”  

“Oh, what do each of your magics do?” I asked, trying to glean at least some more information on 

my captors. But my question was answered with a shake of Raphael's head. 

“I can’t tell you that. You may not have realised it yet but we believe that you have a lot of magical 

potential. So we can’t risk letting you know anything more about magic than that we can use it—and 

will if we have to. I'm sorry, youngling.” 

As he finished speaking, I felt a gust of wind behind my head, vaguely aware of the sound of a small 

object moving through the air at high speed.  

Turning reluctantly away from my food, I saw a woman. Her chainmail confused me momentarily as 

women weren’t fighters in Vailar, yet this woman seemed to be equipped like one. Even as she was 

pinned against a tree at the edge of the clearing—beside where Ha’kon was resting once more as if 

he were a bundle of rags—I could see her trying to reach for her sword, hatred clear in her eyes. 

I turned to question Raphael about what was going on but he simply said, “Makir will handle it. Just 

watch.” 

So, as I was in chains, there wasn’t much else I could do but reach for my broth and bread while I 

watched several more figures emerge from the treeline. They were all female and armed identically 

to the one stuck to the tree. Bearing in mind I was told Makir would handle it, I dared a glance at 

where I last saw him. But he wasn’t there.  

When I looked back round, there were three more females pinned to trees and whenever another 

woman stepped forward there was a grey blur and they were sent back into the darkness of the 

forest, only a small spurt of blood visible as a trace of them having been present. 

This continued for some time but then I noticed Ha’kon stand. As he did Makir appeared next to me, 

blood covering his limbs and face. 

“If he is getting up, you know we have to go. Right, Raphael?” he said. 

“Yes, but why would he be fighting these pawns?” Raphael said. 

The reason for General Ha’kon’s rise was a member of the Church of Ecl’at Thar had arrived. Seeing 

their pale robes as they glided from the treeline into the clearing caused my captors to gasp beside 

me. As the darkness under their hood remained, while their robe seemed to glow by the firelight, I 
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knew that there was something more off about them than the fact that I, as rightful heir to the 

throne, was enchained. 

Then, when I noticed they were heading directly for me, I saw the General’s eyes flicker and my 

chains were gone. Instead there was a weapon in my hand — a scimitar — and I noticed that beside 

me Raphael seemed to grow even larger, pulling a huge battle-stave from the empty space before 

him. 

Taking notice of these things had temporarily removed my attention from the eerie figure floating 

towards me. It was only when the crates of weapons exploded with thousands of blades flying 

towards the Priest that my attention was re-engaged by the larger situation at hand. 

Ha’kon had begun floating by the tree, a fierce light coming from one of his eyes, the colour 

indistinguishable. More women were running from the woods, now from every side, surrounding 

Raphael, Makir and myself.  

“Looks like you may have to fight too, boy,” growled Makir, but as I glanced towards him I saw 

nothing but a shifting grey blur. “That’s why Ha’kon gave you that sword. You best know how to use 

it.” 

Things happened quickly from there. Raphael roared before leaping upon the circle of warrior-

women. Almost simultaneously, Makir disappeared, a trail of blood through our attacker’s ranks. 

They couldn’t manage without support.  

Seeing that they couldn’t possibly deal with the seemingly endless enemies on their own, how 

Ha’kon was somehow wielding thousands of blades against the Priest who had raised one hand and 

was blocking all the blades with it in a blur of movement. I knew I had to join the fight against these 

women. 

“Sorry Mai,” I muttered. “Thank you for the practise fighting girls.” Then I stepped back, spinning 

through the fire and into the ranks of our foe. 

朱 
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Reflective Commentary 

To keep the reader engaged there are multiple diegetic levels, corresponding to genre conventions. 

The piece starts with a semi-expositional framing device to draw people into the story-world. Then 

moves to an anecdote to elaborate upon the concept Ec’lat Thar for the reader, which gives way to 

first person narration that will take up most of the novel, itself broke up by doggerel inspired by its 

use in Russel Hoban’s Riddley Walker. Similar to Hoban's classic it would have been composed by the 

un-educated, hence its lack of literary standard. A short introduction to the world will again allow 

readers to gauge their interest in the story, as if they dislike the story-world they wouldn’t enjoy the 

novel overall. 

The final level of diegesis is demonstrated in chapter two through the third-person, omniscient 

narrator. The reasoning for this is firstly to explain events in the past and, secondly, to introduce a 

new character-perspective into the story. This omniscient narrator would later be revealed to be one 

of the gods. This would not only be a plot twist for the reader but also allows the world to expand 

into a quasi-Olympian stratum. 

I also wanted to maintain the reader’s attention through the use of rhetorical devices, and thus 

implemented ‘the rule of three’ such as "Nothing was alive, nothing had survived; nothing 

remained." The use of anaphora in this 'rule of three' continues to engage the reader’s attention but 

also builds tension with each repetition of ‘nothing’. 

To signal the ending of each chapter it seemed appropriate to use the pictograph for ‘tree,’ as the 

story at this point revolves around Ec’lat Thar. Having originally just used 木 I then modified it after 

work-shopping to show that, as there are ninety-nine names of Allah in Islam, there could be many 

meanings to the tree of Ec’lar. It seemed apt to do this through using similar Kanji that contain the 

pictograph but also have another meaning such as 栄 which means ‘glory’ as well as tree – which 

complements the chapter that it was ending, owing to its being the first one from the god’s 

perspective, and a god is very often thought of in terms of glory.  

The title of the piece is inspired by the general titling scheme of a series of fantasy novels, John 

Flanagan’s Rangers Apprentice. That is to say, that the first half of my re-creation of this sub-genre, 

“The Chosen Prince,” would be the name of the series – as the piece is intended as part of a larger 

book – while the second half, “Power of Ec’lar” would be the title of this individual novel. 

The reason for choosing "Ec’lat Thar," and "Deshran" later on, is that terms such as these are an 

ingredient in the fantasy genre, and serves as a way for potential readers to gauge their interest and 

understand how the novel will be from early on. Having been inspired by Yggdrasil (the Norse tree of 

life) and ancient polytheism, it seemed to make sense to make the story-world semi-deistic. This 

would allow a great deal of lore to be provided and allow for more detail to be built into the story-

world, as well as giving reason for the factions in the world motivation rather than making them 

simple plot mechanisms with no reasoning. 

Originally, what is now, the prequel to this story was what was written, attached as ‘Creative A2 

Prequel,’ but then I decided that it would seem jarring without the central idea having been read 
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first – so I set to writing it, and quickly realised through work-shopping that it would be far superior, 

deciding to then focus more on it that its predecessor. I took parts from the original – such as the 

duel between Kai and Emlan – and expanded upon them to greater engage the readership, and 

when I work-shopped it again it was better received. 

Specifically, when I first had the idea it concerned a magical explosion with tragic repercussions for 

the boy who unwittingly caused it. I had conceived that the protagonist would then have to go on a 

journey, but thought that it would be more interesting establish the backstory of the ordinary boy 

before his grandiose adventure. This, however, ended up proving impractical, as the amount of 

bland 'telling' (as opposed to showing) that had to be done was rather jarring. This is clearly 

exampled in the fourth paragraph (“I am Vai… inheriting the throne.”) and due to this – alongside 

the generally thin description to keep the story complete – was more than ample reason to change 

the story for the original idea.  

I also had to change the protagonist’s personality, as the informal and metaleptic Vai of the prequel 

would be unsuited to narrate the majority of a novel. So I made sure that I didn’t add any asides in 

the redraft, while trying to keep Vai mildly aloof. This proved to be a challenge, owing to the 

situation that Vai was put into. But when Vai says, "I accept - General," it is the sly and mildly 

mischievous nature coming through, even in his captured situation. 

In John Flanagan’s Ranger's Apprentice series there is a mixture of contemporary and more 

fantastical and archaic language. While this is an unusual combination it fits my story-world 

marvellously, and thus used the technique to inform my dictation throughout the piece. As is 

apparent in my first draft I had used the word ‘okay’ multiple times, in keeping with the theme of 

mixed language but it was too jarring a word, as was ‘kid,’ so I replaced them with words that fit in 

more smoothly such as ‘safe’ and ‘youngling’. The mixed register also is intended to add 

timelessness to the tone allowing a greater freedom in developing the story, allowing it to go in 

almost any direction and hopefully keeping the middle of the story interesting before the climactic 

battle intended as the climax. 

Alliteration give the piece a medieval feel - as it was the age of alliterative poetry - and it is a 

pleasing (for the reader) textual binding device. These layers are intended to make the story similar 

to a Matryoshka doll (as modelled by Gérard Genette), that the story has layers and continues to 

open up into more and so the reader should – theoretically – never get bored. This is similarly 

mirrored in the Ranger's Apprentice series, as even the prologue is peppered with alliteration, 

exampled in ‘the thickly forested hills of his former fief.’ 

John Flanagan’s work isn’t the only work to have inspired elements of the piece, however. I also 

drew upon knowledge of manga/anime, such as the anime adaptation of Noragami, in order more 

accurately to perceive how personal gods could affect people’s actions. The weapons in the series 

and Emlan’s armour descriptions were inspired by the Japanese video game Dark Souls and its 

sequels. They also inspired some of the lore in the story, such as the ‘ancient lords’ of Lordran, are 

very similar to the ‘gods’ of Aherar (the continent which the story takes place upon). However, the 

gods wouldn’t be reliant upon any artefact such as the ‘Lord Souls’ for their power but are just a 

naturally occurring iteration of what came to be called magic.  
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This idea of sentient magic was awakened within me when reading The Magic Thief by Sarah 

Prineas; Conn’s perspective of magic seemed to make a great deal of sense to me and thus it 

seemed apt for adaptation into entities made of pure magic, allowing the mortals to access raw 

magic in the world.  

There is also the semi-religious standpoint of the Church of Ec’lat Thar. This is going to be the main 

antagonist of the novel – as seen in chapter four, when the Priest attacks Vai’s party. This is but one 

faction that would be introduced into the full story, building upon the idea of the Royal Book-

keepers. This would mildly resemble the faction-filled conflict in A Song of Ice and Fire/Game of 

Thrones, as there is a mixture of religious and non-religious groups in the conflict to come, also 

allowing for a building on the diplomatic aspects of the story above the assumed respect for Vai due 

to his princely nature. 

Having gone through the experience of writing the first four chapters of The Chosen Prince – Power 

of Ec’lar, I feel that continuing I would use some of what work-shopping it has taught me to 

hopefully cut back on required editing. To write the next few chapters I would be sure to focus on 

the more detailed and gruesome scenes as these seemed to be preferred in workshops over the 

other elements of the novel. I would also spend more time crafting each individual element of my 

less battle-like chapters in order to better engage the reader in the overall plot of the novel and thus 

allow for any planned sequels. 

The sequels would be opened with more influence from A Song of Ice and Fire as the groups would 

be split more and so the different character perspectives would take a larger role in telling the story. 

Going on I would also make sure to reference back to what I began with and cross-check to make 

sure there are no plot-holes or suchlike - such as people's initial confusion of 'the god of my people' 

and mention of 'gods' - so as to keep the disbelief of the readers suspended. 

The complex structuring of the book would appeal to the target readership by not only reminding 

them of other popular work in the genre but also by the sheer nature of it being different. A great 

deal of the young-adult audience that the series would primarily be aimed at would most likely be 

happy to see something that is not the usual, this is due to the rebelliousness that the target 

audience is likely to possess and so would enjoy seeing something breaking some conventions. This 

change is partially why I chose to use oriental characters as opposed to elfin or dwarven script at the 

end of each chapter. This is not only different to most fantasy novels that use a similar technique but 

also allows for me to introduce a new country later on that used this written language, then explain 

why it is all relevant. The idea is for Vai to have been adopted (hence the title 'The Chosen Prince' ) 

and one of his real parents could be native to this other country. 

In this piece I did wish to explore the abilities of youth’s, this is why the protagonists are adolecent. 

The setting and plot were also influenced by my choice to explore that theme as a story set in a 

simply day-to-day world where a youth is doing an adults job better than the adult, in a realistic way, 

would not be appealing to read. So I set it in a fantasy world on a quest to make sure that the target 

readership would remain interested. 
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Chapter 1 

Ec'lat Thar. The Holy Tree of Vailar is said to be indestructible.  

There is an old story about it: apparently when gods walked with men one of those deities created 

magic and imbued some humans with it. While legends say that magic evolved into a multi-faceted 

skill before disappearing, it is said that primitive magic was created as a purely destructive force and 

that Ec'lar - the god of my people - imbued a tree with a force that nothing could permeate. 

This tree became a beacon of hope for some desperate people after the gods abandoned us. It was 

the one non-magical link that was left to them. 

 

Even as I saw the pulse of magenta energy rippling through Mai, disintegrating her face as it passed 

through, I could see Ec'lat Thar begin to glow. The old rhyme passed through my mind as I saw it in 

the distance, beyond the clothing burning faster than should be possible, the steel of the swing I had 

been seated on melting and turning to gas faster than I could blink, the floor cracking and caving. 

  When Ec'lat was kind, glow he did 

  When Ec'lat was scared, a glow, he was amid. 

  Facing Ec'lat's glow magic could not stand 

  For Ec'lat's glow is a god's hand. 

 

  Ec'lat Thar it has his glow 

  This much we all know 

  In times of danger it will show 

  Where safety lies — for friend, or foe. 

The time-worn, brown bark of Ec'lat Thar somehow incandescent, the leafless branches flaring with 

colour.  I recalled the old rhyme that the priests of Ec'lar sung when preaching the glory of the old 

Lord Ec'lat and his tree. Whilst I couldn't hear anything bar the fading thrum of power as the pulse 

spread across the country in every direction, I somehow felt the fizzling as the wave of energy 

melted through a village in an instant with the sickening crunch of the ground below cracking under 

the sheer force of the energy. 

There also wasn't time for me to smell in between the beginning and end of the pulse but again, in 

my state of hyper-thought, I could tell somehow sense the sharp burning of the grasslands between 

this small, insignificant field through towards my home: Vaikeep. 
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The brightness of Ec'lat Thar's glow was painful when the crackling field made it to the immense and 

ancient oak. The translucent wave that had annihilated everything it had passed through 

immediately now seemed to fracture, pressing against the god's tree, oscillating rapidly, the 

magenta turning crimson, then slowly blending in with the illumination of Ec'lat Thar, the bubble of 

destructive light slowly being pulled into the tree's own.  

As my mind slowly began to realise what had happened, the incredible detail I had seen everything 

happen in, from each individual cell of my best friend's face disappearing to the ignition of every 

single blade of grass in the fields and every log making up the houses in the villages, to the battle for 

dominance between the hand of a god and this mystery power that had erupted from my body 

when I was provoked. I realised what had happened, and my senses returned to me. 

I could smell the charred earth upon which I was stood, I could see a slightly lighter patch of land 

where Mai had been standing... Her scream of agony — still on the wind from when the energy 

passed through her — was the first thing I heard as I tasted the bitter tang of blood in my mouth and 

felt something oozing from my nose. 

Turning, my fears were realised. 

 Everything was destroyed, it was just on the very edge of my vision that I saw some faint outlines of 

buildings. Between the third-born heir to Vailar and them;  scorched ground, dusty air and open 

skies. Nothing was alive, nothing had survived. Nothing remained. 

Naturally I began to worry about my home, I had already killed my best friend, was my family okay? 

*** 

Chapter 2 

 

It was three years earlier that Vai had challenged his eldest brother to a duel in the Deshran in order 

to free a slave girl Emlan had taken advantage of. 

Emlan had walked into the dirt coliseum. Wearing a worn black, studded leather, tunic over his 

subfusc chainmail, wielding in one hand an immense oak and steel axe as though it were an arrow 

with a incredible spiked gauntlet on his other hand, the iron rusted slightly by the blood of those 

unlucky enough to face the firstborn prince of Vailar in combat. 

"Boy!!! Where are you?!" the arrogant man roared over the nervous crowd while waiting for his 

younger brother to face him.  

The sound of their supreme commander's voice spurred the quiet crowd into action. The peasants, 

sitting atop the crumbling sandstone rim of the arena, shied away slightly as they knew that the 

crown prince was cruel.  

While the poor seemed to shrink in their ragged jerkins the merchants applauded from their slightly 

cramped seats up above. The cuffs of their cotton overcoats muffling their claps as they spoke to 
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each other in hushed tones. Complimenting each other on the colours of their kerchiefs and how 

shiny their boots were, keeping quiet so as not to disturb the silent onlookers even higher up in the 

stadium. 

These silent people stood like sentinels around the coliseum. Their dull silver clothing hung about 

them, the end of their thick woollen cloaks brushing the floor in the faint wind. The dust that blew 

from the arena seemed to fly around each of the figures rather than into their startlingly bright eyes. 

They were the Royal Book-keepers. One of the seven Core's of the kingdom. They were rarely seen 

in public but on that day they left their tombes in their headquarters and came to see how their 

initiate prince shaped up so far. 

One of Emlan's younger brothers walked out, his face mostly hidden in the depths of his cloak. Only 

his strangely bright violet eyes visible under it - his stubbly beard jutting into the light slightly. Unlike 

his bulky elder he bore no visible weapons or armour though one couldn't tell whether he was 

wearing any mail under the all encompassing cloak. 

"Kai! I defended you from all those who would have seen you cry for the time you spent reading and 

this is how you repay me?" Emlan shouted. 

"Brother, I thank you but you refused both Vai and I's pleads to stop abusing that poor girl and you 

refused. Now I will stand as our younger brother's champion in this duel if our Queen will allow this - 

which may I remind her is customarily allowed here, in our sacred arena?" called Kai, Vai's other 

elder brother. Known across the kingdom as slightly odd for spending so much time in his rooms and 

the Royal Library. Known only to a few to be the latest apprentice to the Royal Book-keepers. His 

tone was even, somehow casting his voice across the stadium and commanding everyone's attention 

far more that the blustering eldest brother. 

"You may," said their mother, showing no emotion on her exterior as most noble ladies were trained 

to from youth. "Commence the duel." she then spoke, equally emotionlessly, before sitting in the 

large throne beside Vai, on a dais slightly over the arena itself. 

Emlan began to open his mouth but as he was doing it Kai's long, thin leg emerged from inside of his 

cloak and was quickly followed by the other and before anyone saw anything else, before Emlan was 

even able to formulate a single word he had a small blade left in his throat and Kai was standing 

behind him, his cloak falling back around his thin frame being the only evidence that he had moved 

at all. 

"You brought this on yourself brother. I believe that is what you were going to say" were Kai's words 

as his brother began to leak blood from his mouth along with the hole in his neck. Kai turned, 

retrieving his blade, stashing it somewhere under his cloak, before continuing. "It is a shame that 

they are what I need to tell you, it somehow lacks the same effect now" and then — raising his voice 

slightly — "I believe I win? As such Vai you are now heir, and I can get back to my studies." 

Vai had been watching the whole thing and couldn't help but cry at how formally his closest 

confidant had just killed the man who had been intended to become king in the future, how their 
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mother hadn't even tried to stop this. At how Vai hadn't realised he would be made heir should he 

have won. 

Vai also couldn't help but have the thought cross his mind that he had a very strange family. Even if 

they didn't love each other, or show that they did, then he knew he loved them all; and even though 

his eldest brother was a pompous arse he was family and Vai knew how sad it was to lose him. He 

had hoped to never be the cause of such an event again, even if for the freedom of as beautiful a 

young slave girl as Mai. 

*** 

Chapter 3 

 

I hoped my family were okay. After all, my friend was dead and half the kingdom with it. 

 

It hit me then that this was the south of the country. In winter. I may have just removed the majority 

of the kingdom's military force... Having been told by a tutor - I knew that during winter most of the 

army was disassembled to spend time with their family. Only the most elite soldiers were still 

stationed along the borders or at a castle.  

The south of the country was the most densely populated area of the kingdom and so it also was 

incredibly impoverished. Yet the people who lived there had been the happiest in the country I 

knew. While they knew that they weren't likely to get very far in life, they enjoyed what they had. 

The younglings running around naked toughened them up to the elements, meaning that when they 

were clothed they didn't feel the cold through their patchwork rags. They spend a lot of their time in 

nature, the elders tending to the animals as their grandchildren climbed the trees that skirted the 

patches of farmland that the adults worked. Those males who were not yet ready to commit to 

farming and were too big to climb with the younger children made up most of our army. They 

usually served for eight seasons before retiring to be a farmer. Unless of course they were 

outstanding and were kept on in either the local militia or promoted in the kingdoms army. There 

was a fourth route some of the southern recruits were forced down... Those that died in service 

were given to the Royal Alchemical Core for research. 

Then it hit me, the Royal Alchemical Core along with the other seven Core's had their headquarters 

at the royal castle. This was in case the castle came under siege or if the ruler had to quickly contact 

one of our most skilful assets. Yet this would prove a little bit less useful should this wave of energy 

have annihilated all of the secret royal services bar one - and potentially the majority of the 

monarchy too. 

That could prove disastrous. 
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So, with this in mind, I decided to head towards Ec'lat Thar as it was the only landmark I could see 

and was sure still existed. 

I took a step forward, my left leg raised, my foot lowered as usual and then - before my foot could 

make contact with the ground - Ec'lat Thar blurred, the rest of my vision following suit as it began to 

fade to black. 

I felt my body fall as my sight went and was unconscious by the time I hit the floor. 

*** 

Chapter 4 

 

Waking up from the dreamless unconscious, the first thing I saw was a light that seemed blinding to 

start with. Slowly my vision focussed again and I noticed that it was a fire. 

There was a man visible sitting the other side of the small campfire and part of the fire was obscured 

by what appeared to be the silhouette of a bear. It was seeing this that prompted me to try stand 

leading to the discovery of the shackles around my feet and the chains that lead from my wrists to a 

small bundle off cloth I could just about make out against a tree. 

Trying to sit up, I was surprised to feel lightheaded at first, so much so that I fell back to the floor - a 

groan escaping my throat. 

While I was wondering what was happening, my gaolers had noticed the noise of my commotion and 

as such began to surround me. 

"How are you alive?" asked the bear-like figure entirely blocking the fire. 

"Rafael, leave the questions for now. The boy clearly doesn't understand what is happening - you'd 

be able to see that if you weren't blocking the light you oaf!" spoke the voice of the man I had seen 

earlier - the pelt of a wolf hung off of his shoulders like the viciously curved knife hung from his belt. 

He smiled at me as the man he called Rafael moved aside to allow the light to fall on me once more. 

"So, boy, do you have a name?" 

"His name is Vai. Do you not know what the heir to our kingdom looks like, Makir?" was what I 

heard, before I had a chance to reply, in a voice like the tide washing over stones. The man with the 

wolf pelt - Makir - took a step back and his gaze shifted behind me. Noticing this, I looked over to 

where the bundle of cloth was before. Now standing against the tree was a young dwarven fellow 

dressed in robes of an indistinguishable colour. His skin barely distinguishable from the dark bark 

behind it. He wore the traditional beard of the dwarven people — long — for one so seemingly 

young, and an almost unnatural black that looked as though it absorbed all light from around it.  

"Who are you? What's going on and what do you want?" I asked, my head snapping to the long, grey 

haired Makir back to the dwarf holding my chains and then to the bald bear of a man seated by the 

fire once more with each question. 
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"Relax boy," said Makir "We are the fastest mercenaries in your father's kingdom. He hired us to find 

the cause of that explosion and any survivors before the priests or an enemy kingdom could," he 

explained. "Now we have to bring you - the only suspect and survivor we could find - back to him." 

"It would appear you don't know what happened and so your look of confusion earlier makes more 

sense," boomed the deep voice of Rafael followed by a laugh so low that it was felt as much as 

heard. "Sorry if I frightened you youngling" he continued, turning back towards me, flagon in hand, 

"you just confused me is all. You sure you don't remember anything?" 

"I never said I didn't remember anything. Just I struggle to trust you when you have me chained and 

the hunter here" - I gestured to Makir - "is armed." 

"Ah, so you do know something," said the giant as he rose from beside the fire once more. 

"Enough you two - and Makir stop looking so offended," commanded the dwarf who's name I still 

did not know as he stepped forward’s, into the firelight. It quickly became apparent that his robes 

were silver and blue, colours of senior Magi. "We have to keep you enchained as you are the only 

suspect for the eradication of around a third of your father’s kingdom. We don't know how you 

might have managed to do it if it was you, and I personally doubt that many chains could stop you 

from doing it again but it is the least we could do to protect ourselves. Prince." 

"Fine. But if you won't trust me I won't trust you and so will wait to be before my father before 

telling you anything." 

"Defiant. Our king had you trained well. We understand that you are a skilled fighter and would 

rather not suffer any further casualties given that. We will let you fight with us should the need arise 

- and it very well may - but until then we will only give you freedom to roam the camp when we are 

camped. Also, if you so much as touch a weapon without our permission, you will regret it. Sound 

fair?" the seemingly sombre dwarf said. "After all, even I feel bad keeping our prince a prisoner." 

I was about to respond when Makir burst out laughing, shortly followed by Rafael, "You've gone soft 

on us, Ha'kon," they said in unison. 

"I accept - General," I said quietly, remembering tales of General 'death's breath' Ha'kon. The man 

from the Vi'ken clan who is said to have held off the invasion of Sun's Children by himself. The name 

Ha'kon was an honourific of the Vi'ken clan, a people known for their brutality and hulking figures - 

such as that of Rafael, which entitled as the most dangerous member of the clan. To take the title 

requires the forsaking of one's given name I knew and there was only one. Learning of his name my 

mind had to work harder than I could remember to try and figure out why the most well-known, yet 

reclusive member of our army was doing on a recon mission under the guise of a mercenary. 

Unless this was a hoax, but no, nobody is foolish enough to use the title in vein. Anyone who does 

usually is cleaved asunder by an axe, the blood-curdling warcry of a Vi'ken warrior being the last 

thing they would hear. 
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So no - this was the legendary hero of our country before me. I had to feel honoured to be his 

prisoner - and deemed as a threat enough to be kept enchained. And even though the fact that the 

dwarf was a Vi'ken did confuse me, I was smart enough to not ask. 

"Good choice lad," said Makir, grabbing my shoulder. "Come, eat." 

As he pulled me gently towards the fire he began asking me what I knew of magic and if I ate meat. I 

told him that I would eat almost anything that could be eaten — including meat — and that I knew 

almost nothing of magic. “Nothing but the rumours and legends that is.” I concluded before 

cramming most of a chicken’s leg between my jaws. 

“I see” responded the left side pauldron wearing beast beside me. “I know a fair deal of one school 

of magic, as you may have guessed our leader knows a lot about it. What do you think of Makir’s 

knowledge on the subject however?” He asked as he gestured to the restless man sorting through 

the vast number of weapons that were in crates forming a semi-circle around the fire. 

“I would guess that he knows as much as I do, unless one of you have taught him?” I said, now 

wondering why they had so many weapons, if they had companions to carry these crates. 

“Good guess, it would seem logical but no. Makir is actually a master at his own brand of magic, he 

developed it himself.”  

“Oh, what do each of your magics do?” I asked, trying to gleam at least some more information on 

my captors. But my question was answered with a shake of Raphaels head. 

“I can’t tell you that. You may not have realised it yet but we believe that you have a lot of magical 

potential. So we can’t risk letting you know anything more about magic than that we can use it and 

will if we have to. Sorry youngling.” Was what he said. 

As he finished speaking I felt a gust of wind behind my head, vaguely away of the sound of a small 

object moving through the air at high speeds.  

Turning, reluctantly, away from my food I saw a woman. Her chainmail confused me momentarily as 

women weren’t fighters in Vailar but this woman seemed to be equipped like one. Even as she was 

pinned against a tree at the edge of the clearing —beside where Ha’kon was resting once more as if 

he were a bundle of rags — I could see her trying to reach for her sword, hatred clear in her eyes. 

I turned to question Raphael about what was going on but he simply replied with “Makir will handle 

it. Just watch.” 

So seeing as how I was in chains there wasn’t much else I could do I reached round for my broth and 

bread as I watch several more figures emerge from the treeline. These were all female and all armed 

identically to the one stuck to the tree. Bearing in mind I was told Makir would handle it I dared a 

glance at where I last saw him but he wasn’t there.  

When I looked back round there were three more ladies pinned to trees and whenever another 

woman stepped forward there was a grey blur and they were sent back into the darkness of the 

forest, only a small spurt of blood visible as a trace of them having been there. 
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This continued for some time but then I noticed Ha’kon stand. As he did Makir appeared next to me, 

blood covering his limbs and face. 

“If he is getting up you know we have to go right Raphael?” he said. 

“Yes, but why would he be fighting these pawns?” was Raphaels reply. 

Incidentally the reason for General Ha’kon’s rise was a member of the church of Ecl’at Thar had 

arrived. Seeing their pale robes as the glided from the treeline into the clearing caused my captors to 

gasp beside me. As the darkness under their hood remained while their robe seemed to glow by the 

firelight I knew that there was something more off about them than the fact that I, as rightful heir to 

the throne, was enchained. 

Then, when I noticed they were heading directly for me I saw the General’s eyes flicker and my 

chains were gone. Instead there was a weapon in my hand – a scimitar – and I noticed that beside 

me; Raphael seemed to grow even larger, pulling a huge battle-stave from the empty space before 

him. 

Taking notice of these things had temporarily removed my attention from the eerie figure floating 

towards me. It was only when the crates of weapons exploded with thousands of blades flying 

towards the Priest that my attention was re-griped by the larger situation at hand. 

Ha’kon had begun floating by the tree, a fierce light coming from his eyes – the colour: 

indistinguishable. More women were running from the woods, now from every side, surrounding 

Raphael, Makir and me.  

“Looks like you may have to fight too boy,” growled Makir, as I glanced towards him I saw nothing 

but a shifting grey blur, “that’s why Ha’kon gave you that sword. You best know how to use it.” 

Things happened quickly from there. Raphael roared before leaping upon the circle of warrior-

women. Almost simultaneously Makir disappeared, a trail of blood through our attacker’s ranks. 

They couldn’t handle it alone.  

Then I joined the fray. 
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A Prince’s Prologue 

Potential prologue to a book I may never write. 

 

It was a small field in which my friend perished. 

Well, I should say it was a small field where this tale began.  

 

Many years ago I lost control of my temper at someone I used to call 

my friend. Neither of us knew that it would lead to the destruction 

of the whole Vaiden province… 

I realise I am probably going into this too fast, so I tell give you 

the backstory - a prologue, if you like - to my tale before I begin 

properly.  

I am Vai, the former  third prince of Vailar, son of Vaiman who was 

due to be wed to princess Eshlar, daughter of Eshdoe - King of 

Eshlen - on the same day as my best friend, Mai, was due to be wed 

to Eshlar’s cousin - Asdoe . It was most irregular that a commoner 

such as Mai would be marrying  royalty – even if it was the furthest 

member away from inheriting the throne. 

Yet why was it so? Honour. 

Not the sort of honour that forbade marriage to those of a lower 

class, but the type of honour that meant marriage was supposed to be 

sacred;  the wedding night the first time that a woman was to feel 

the embrace of a man in the bed chamber. Now I am not dismissing my 

friend as a common whore, but those in the lowest class from which 

she came - the Ishar - were what you would call slaves. They had no 

choice in what they did unless freed by a noble.  

I met Mai when she was 17, while I was 15. She was pretty – there 

wss no doubt. But unfortunately my elder brother found the beautiful 

slave with a name befitting royalty was to his liking. So he took 

her. In a way I am thankful for that, because otherwise I doubt I 

would have met her (as we weren’t allowed into the Commonland until 

we were of age) and she certainly brightened my life somewhat. But I 

am also saddened by the fact that she was used by my foolish 

brother. I’ll be honest - he was an arrogant bastard, was Emlan, 

first in line to the throne, and he could do whatsoever he wished 

because of it - unfortunately including whatever he liked with any 

slave he wished. My other brother Kai, however, was much kinder. A 
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scholar by nature, he saw that slaves were people too, and he tried 

to persuade Emlan to cease raping of the poor girl (It turned out I 

only saw her after two years of Emlan raping and abusing her so she 

was 15 as well when Kai first tried to help her.) 

It’s funny that the backstory is so very interesting when the story 

itself is much less socially dramatic… Anyway, when I met her and 

realised what was happening I challenged Emlan – he hit me and I 

went to ask our mother, the Queen, to force him to stop his ways. 

But she believed in the class system as it was, that slaves were 

sub-human. While I loved that woman as any child loves their mother 

I didn't agree with her, and so was forced to take the only course 

of action I could: I challenged my bulky, warmongering meathead of 

an eldest brother to a duel for all his possessions, including his 

slaves. 

Now I, a 15 year old boy, though big for my age, stood no chance 

when staring down the seasoned war hero that was my 24 year old 

brother. Unfortunately for him, however, Kai ended up taking my 

place. And while yes, Kai was a thin man with little in the way of 

muscle to speak of and he didn’t even take a sword with him into the 

Deshran (our sacred arena for holy events and royal affairs) he was 

incredibly quick. No sooner had our mother tearfully commenced the 

fight to the death than had Kai appeared behind our older brother 

and left his knife burrowed into his throat.  

Kai became a recluse after that, his bond with me beginning to 

gradually grow cold – obviously he felt awful for having killed the 

man that had been his guardian during his youth. Even the title of 

Prince wasn’t enough to stop the nobles' bulky children from 

bullying you. 

I then inherited all of my eldest brother’s possessions. His long-

sword ‘Halkar’, his bow ‘Meshif’, his rooms, clothes, fortune, 

slaves and – surprisingly – his right to the throne. But now I was 

heir I had to be educated correctly for the position and that was 

most tedious. 

My lord father who was always away, had, in his absence, set a 

rigorous regime for Emlan that I now needed to follow. Only my lady 

mother was permitted to contact him directly (unless regarding a 

matter of national security, in which case a knight was allowed to 

contact him) and only the King may set the regime of training for 

their successor. 

The sudden restriction of my quasi-freedom as Third Prince was a 

shock to me. No longer could I have my gallivants through the woods 

alone, or stay up to ungodly hours in order to see the cooks at work 

and watch the apprentices perform their regime, feeling slightly 
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sorry for them for being trained when deemed worthy rather than 

being trained since one was able to stand. My princely upbringing 

had toughened me into a warrior from a young age, trained by the 

best - and taught by the brightest - in the kingdom. 

Now I wasn't being taught what I wanted to know my tutors no longer 

drew any enjoyment from my lessons; I was to be taught what they had 

all spoken of hundreds of times over - the duties of a king. How I 

must act. Who I can associate with. What foods are befitting of a 

monarch. How to hire servants and to tell which were worthwhile. 

When I should go to war and for what reasons. It was all standard 

stuff, nothing interesting or unique. The regular kingling lessons 

that all kings would receive and be advised to follow when crowned. 

Given these lessons and the restriction on whom I could talk to it 

is assumable that you would wonder how I was able to befriend Mai, 

as surely they wouldn’t let the king have a common slave girl as a 

comrade? it's simple, really. I knew that my brother's behaviour 

towards her was awful, and although I was aware that nothing I could 

do would make it up to her, I felt I had to try. 

When I called her to my rooms that night, a few moons after the 

funeral of Emlan - it was rather an awkward scene. I was doing my 

nightly routine of musical practice and so I didn’t hear her enter. 

She, for her part, had assumed that the true reason I brought her 

into my service was for the same reason my brother had claimed her, 

and assumed that it would be easier if she simply complied. She was 

shocked, however, when she saw me playing the mandolin with my back 

to her. I am sure that - looking back on it - she was tempted to 

murder me, as my short-sword, Glemar lay mere inches from the door 

she had just entered through. Knowing how smart she was, though, I 

feel the only reason I am alive to this day is because she realised 

that if she were to kill me she wouldn’t make it out of the castle 

alive unless in transport for torture and experimentation at the 

hands of the Royal Alchemical Corps.  

So instead she slipped out of her clothes and into my bed.  

I was carried away by my own music (which wasn't anywhere near as 

good as I had thought at the time, looking back on it) so I only 

noticed when I turned around that I had a nude woman, or near 

enough, lying in my bed. 

I will admit that it really was extremely awkward and (I won’t lie) 

I was very tempted to use my status to lose my virginity as I - 

being a male - had the right to have sex before marriage. But I am 

proud to say that I managed to mumble      
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"Get dressed, Mai. You don't need to euh... be, um, 'with', me. I 

didn't ask you here for that. I, well I was wondering if there was 

anything I could perhaps do for you - to make up for my brother's 

gross misuse of his status?" 

Now I realise that it was more than mildly hypocritical of me, given 

that the thought had crossed my mind, but I didn’t act on it; 

whereas Emlan had, and I feel that that difference is reason enough 

to allow me to judge him.  

Contrary to popular opinion, the whole marriage to a noble thing was 

my idea; all she asked for was a weapon of her own, and to be taught 

how to use it. Thus I knew I would need to make the slave girl a 

respectable lady, else nobody would train her. So began our 

friendship. 

 

 

It took a few moons before I was able to begin her transformation - 

I had to buy not only a small set of accommodations for her, but a 

ladies finery, combative gear (which was horrific to tailor for her 

as women just didn’t do combat, so to accommodate her rather... 

voluptuous figure was rather unprecedented) and a horse, along with 

a few servants. It was a ruddy expensive affair, I can tell you, but 

when I finally had taught her the proper etiquette, I sent her to 

court. After all, a lady eligible to, that doesn’t attend court from 

time to time is sure to cause scandal. 

I recall one incident while teaching her to ride that had made her 

respect me more than just the seemingly virtuous person I had come 

across as though later on I admit that I confessed later on in a 

drunken haze I was tempted to abuse my power as my brother had when 

she came to me that first night. She laughed and told me she didn’t 

blame my hormonal wreck of a teen mind for thinking that). The 

incident in question was, as she was first getting used to the 

motion of riding on the back of a stallion she was a passenger as I 

guided my horse, Tor’nai, and in order to ensure that she did not 

fall from my mighty mount she was sitting in-front of me. The reason 

this became an incident was because I let her take the reins for the 

first time – me still seated behind her – and she pulled one back 

and knocked me out for a second with an accidental elbow to the 

temple…  

I came round while falling off the horse and instinctively flailed 

for something to grasp in order to not fall. In doing so I happened 

to grab her upper thigh – pulling her off Tor’nai and on top of me 

as we fell. The main problem, however, was not this but the fact 
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that I apologised for her landing with her abundant chest, when she 

was the one to have knocked me out, and then used my stomach as a 

cushion for her head when she landed - promptly wounding me more as 

her knees also landed hard on my wrists. My apology led to her 

respecting me for my innocence while the fact I took an arrow for 

her another time that I may or may not go into later is why she 

respected me as a comrade, and thus let me befriend her. 

Then, as Mai and I walked into the hall side by side, so did her 

future fiancé and my father. 

I realise once again this may be confusing, so allow me to explain 

why my father walked in with a noble of our neighbouring kingdom 

(sorry if you are a sleuth and had already worked this out.) My 

father - the King of Vailar - was always away, due to the diplomatic 

needs of our nation. He was gone for half a decade, trying to 

persuade Eshdoe to ally himself with us, rather than declare war on 

us. Judging by the his return it was a generally successful quest, 

but the lack of a princess was confusing, as the heir to the throne 

of one kingdom would traditionally marry the larger kingdom’s eldest 

of the opposite gender - so the stronger kingdom therefore becomes 

stronger still, retaining its ruler and acquiring an agent in a 

potential future enemy nation.  

So when Asdoe came over and introduced himself to me and the “angel 

by [my] side", I was most shocked to hear he wasn’t even remotely 

close to being heir.  

(I was also shocked that my father hadn't been notified of Emlan's 

death.) 

Yet I was most shocked by the fact that after the ball was over, I – 

the host kingdom's heir - was given less limelight than the common 

noble of another kingdom. He wasn’t even overly attractive… 

 

This was the first of many visits the young Asdoe paid us, all of 

which included a rather large quantity of compliments being paid 

both by him, and to him, as I sat on the side-lines of the balls 

that had been thrown originally in my honour. I surprisingly wasn’t 

jealous - in fact, I embraced the opportunity to stop being the 

focus of attention for a small while each week. Yet it did taint the 

joy of freedom slightly, as the main companion of mine was clearly 

distracted and did not supply such interesting conversation as 

usual. Mai, however, seemed slightly focused on the girls around the 

room - oddly more than the Lord that they were focused on. 
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When out, teaching her some archery (as she somehow mastered my 

level of melee combat within weeks of starting), in the woods by the 

castle I questioned her. 

I realise now that it is probably best not bluntly to ask someone if 

they are sexually attracted to members of the same sex. Thankfully, 

though, despite us having not been friends for so much as a year at 

this point, she knew I didn’t mean it in an offensive way.  

She simply denied it. 

 But being young and naive as I was I didn’t accept that as the 

truth given the evidence I had gathered. She was raped - multiple 

times - by a male, which may have been a tad bit off-putting. She 

never so much as glanced at any men I hadn’t introduced her to, at 

least while I was around. She never talked about guys and often 

stared at ladies and spoke of how elegant they looked - it added up 

in my head. So I asked her for proof, and being the rather… forward, 

woman she is, she kissed my royal lips as they had never been kissed 

before (as they hadn't). Still not convinced, I mentioned she could 

easily be pretending. This led to her finally entrusting me with a 

piece of very personal information. She was being courted by the man 

who had been so very well attended by the most eligible women of the 

area, and she liked him. 

Not wanting to press the subject, I let it drop that day and slowly 

we progressed through our lives with me eventually meeting my match: 

Princess Eshlar. She was lovely - less adventurous than Mai, but far 

more sensual and I grew to love her – no - to Love her (for the 

capital L is significant to me) in time, as eventually her cousin 

proposed to my friend. 

Both she and I were swept up in our relationships which gradually 

drew us apart. While every moment we shared was still enjoyable, our 

conversations as full, flamboyant and random as always, the sparring 

(as she was the only person I knew who could keep up with my 

combative skills) as fast and fun, (and occasionally awkward though 

that is most definitely a story for another time!) but we saw each 

other less and less; I even had to join the knights in their brawls 

on occasion so my skills didn’t rust too much. This didn’t really 

affect our friendship, but made it harder to communicate, taking its 

toll on both of us. 

I don’t know if you have ever had anyone you talk to about whatever 

you need to; it is the most cathartic of things one can ever do – 

have a conversation like that. Thus as our stresses built, and our 

nights more restless we slowly both became unbearably grouchy. 
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Then, as the 22nd celebration of my birth was on the horizon, Mai 

snapped - and came to me for support. 

The result being I snapped too, though in a somewhat more controlled 

way than the incident that I preface with this tale - the incident 

that annihilated a whole province of Vailar. 

Why did we snap, you are likely asking? Well, Mai’s noble fiancé, 

aware of her past; had been pressuring her to bed with him. This was 

something she had sworn never to do until marriage, trying to forget 

the horrific past behind her. Not only was he pressuring, he had 

also threatened to force Eshlar to call off our engagement. He was 

putting my friend in a situation she shouldn’t be in as well as 

trying to dissuade the girl I Loved from marrying me, thus putting 

us on the precipice of war. 

Now, normally I would have killed anyone who dared take such an 

action. But this situation was complicated as, should he be killed 

within our border, it would surely ignite the fatal flames of war 

for us. Fortunately I was the host and he nothing but the lowest 

member of a royal family so I had the authority to organise a trip 

to the border... 

Don’t get me wrong here - I am no murderer. In fact, at this point I 

hadn’t killed anyone myself (perhaps hired an assassin or two, but a 

prince must take advantage of his position sometimes to get his 

way); however, I was going to personally assure the death of this 

fool who thought they could mess with country, my future wife and my 

best friend. At least, that was the plan. 

 

 

The idea was to travel to a small lakeside cottage where my wet-

nurse had retired to in old age. Sadly, she had passed away before I 

was able to visit (as the cabin was in a Commonland) so I believed 

the house was bound to be dilapidated - perhaps even raided and thus 

ruined - when we arrived. It turned out that my old nan had a son of 

her own who I had forgotten about. G'wain he was called and it was 

his love for his children that caused me to stop and think, to show 

a mercy that perhaps was undeserved at the time - but certainly 

earned later. 

I guess given the historic interest into violence and malice I 

should be wished to go into detail later should I skip it now so I 

shall tell you the more specific details of my very near murdering 

of Asdoe, though I fear all tension will be lost given the fact you 

know he survives. 
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It was our second evening there, the first being a quick hello to 

the inhabitants and an early night. Each of us had our own room, 

with Mai and Eshdoe next to each other, me opposite Mai and Asdoe 

beside me. The divide between our kingdoms still evident despite the 

attraction between Eshdoe and I, and what began as a loving 

relationship between Asdoe and Mai. 

As I was saying, however, the second night was indeed the night I 

planned to shoot my fiancé’s cousin dead, using a very poorly 

designed arrow – as everyone involved knew about my arrows being of 

the highest calibre – thus they would not suspect me, but some 

mountain raider. Ironic as life is, however, I had been too accurate 

with my location for the picnic; being rife with raiding parties 

that patrol the Borderlands. 

 I was busy setting up our – to be honest exquisite and rather 

dashing – double date underneath a cherry blossom while the others 

explored the area (because as host I had my duty.)  

I had just finished unpacking the first set of sandwiches (cheese 

and cucumber) on to the immaculate blanket inscribed with my 

personal crest; the dragon and the phoenix doing battle in a 

turquoise mist, when I heard the unmistakable sound of Eshdoe’s 

voice. Unfortunately I knew by the raw terror in her scream that 

something was wrong, it was not the same quiet, refined, voice that 

had reflected on my singing so many times before but the screech of 

unfiltered fear. 

Instantly I ran to her, snatching Meshif from its postion leaning 

against the tree, and a handful of arrows. 

Unaware of specifically where she was, I simply followed the general 

direction her voice came from.  Using all the tracking skills I had 

developed with Mai over many moons hunting together in the Royal 

Forest, I was able to locate the signs of a chase.  I followed the 

broken branches and vague footprints to the lakeside.  

Needless to say that when I caught up with the group of bandits who 

had set their sights on the fragile looking lady alone in the woods 

I was most certainly out of breath. But, breathing heavily as I was, 

I still managed to pick the leader from his saddle and kill two of 

his men before the other four noticed me. While this may seem like a 

good start, there was not much distance between us and I was now 

beginning to feel the effects of holding your breath to fire arrows 

when you had just ran full sprint in pursuit of some fast moving 

raiders, who would most likely enslave and abuse the Love of your 

life. Not only was that a problem, but in the back of my mind I 

began to question my moral standing – after all: I had just killed 

three people.  
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Knowing however that these seasoned men were far crueller than I – 

not even slightly fazed by the fact that their leader and two 

comrades had just died – and would kill me with those savage, 

twisted blades of theirs the second they had a chance; I did the 

smartest, though maybe not noblest, thing I could think of: I threw 

what remained of my handful of arrows at the four approaching 

murderers, using the time it bought to draw my knives; impaling one 

of them in the throat – in much the same way Kai had to Emlan all 

those seasons before. 

They quickly recovered from the unexpected tactic and soon I was 

being overwhelmed by them, I was fast enough to block most of their 

attacks, mostly because they were so predictable, but fighting three 

on one; well it isn’t exactly the fairest of things.  

As I parried one of their strikes, managing to slice open the rear 

of his knee, but in doing so left my side open to the swing of one 

of his companions. The agony I felt as the blade tried to cleave me 

in two is probably what saved my life, because to me pain is just 

another source of energy.  As his sword swung I let myself be taken 

with it, swinging in an arc through the air and up to near the man’s 

head – leaving a dagger burrowed between his eyes, coating his 

golden hair in the red which erupted in a mist from the wound, as I 

ripped the blade from his skull and threw it into the last raider’s 

stomach. It was at this moment that Mai arrived and bound the limbs 

of the surviving member. 

Why did this make me forgive Asdoe? It didn’t. What did is the fact 

that my lady mother appeared from nowhere as Mai was bent to tie our 

prisoner. I couldn’t help, due to being stuck with a sword in my 

guts, but Asdoe stepped in the way of the blade that the queen was 

trying to leave in the former slave. I knew my mother had firm 

beliefs on slaves remaining slaves, but I didn’t think she would 

kill my best friend whom I released from slavery by raising her to 

the status of Lady. 

It turns out that she had been blackmailing Asdoe from the start – 

if he didn’t manage to have sexual relations with the woman he 

appeared to Love, then my mother would have killed Mai. Asdoe felt 

he had nobody to turn to without starting a war. Thinking of how my 

old Nan had raised G’wain and myself, compared with how my mother 

treated everyone; how G’wain treated his young ones I realised that 

my mother was most certainly the one in the wrong. Yet I couldn’t do 

much other than set a guard to watch her after we got back. 

It was when we arrived at Vaikeep (the royal castle) again that Mai 

took me to see her old home in the Ishar territory. It was then, 

while I was still recovering from my wound, that she and I had our 

argument. 
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Just eight days after my mother had failed killing my best friend, I 

killed her myself. 

 


